KJ SOMAIYA INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES AND
RESEARCH.
LOCATION- Vidhyanagar, Vidya Vihar, Mumbai – 400077

INFRASTRUCTURE AND FACILITIES
When it comes to infrastructure I personally don’t think there is any better college
with this soothing and comfortable infrastructure. It’s a 65 acre campus with 34
institutions catering to diverse fields of education such as Humanities,
Engineering, Education, Medicine, Management, Pure Sciences and Mass
Communication, with more than 39000+ Students and 3000+ Faculties and staff.
Talking about SIMSR it provides all the possible facilities you can think of from
IT labs where you can do your assignments to an amphitheatre where you can
chill or even practice your dance steps, its sports a basketball court, football
ground, squash court, tennis court and students activity room where you can play
indoor games too, there is also a life size chess board. Other than this even 24*7
medical facility is been provided
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FACULTY
The faculty at SIMSR have a vast industry experience and practical knowledge,
they always try to defy traditional means of studying and try to make the class
more interactive by giving out case studies, surprise presentations, tests, showing
youtube videos and doing group activities. Also there are a lot of guest lectures
being held every month by well-known businessmen and women so that students
can interact with them and gain few insights about the business world.

CANTEEN
The SIMSR canteen is one of the famous canteen in the whole Somaiya
Vidyavihar campus The institute has a pure veg canteen which provides almost
every dish you can think of, hygiene and taste are few of the core factors being
looked upon in this canteen. There is ample of space to sit and enjoy your meal
in break hours.
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CULTURAL FESTS

SIMSR has 28 student-driven committees and clubs. These committees and clubs
focus on the holistic development of the students. The committees are divided
into 4 broad categories namely, Core Committees, Subject/Area Specific
Committees, Committees Focused towards the Professional Growth of the
students and committees focused towards the Cultural Development of the
Students. These committees and clubs are completely driven by the students of
SIMSR under the guidance of their faculty mentors. They organise intra-college
as well as inter-college events and competitions on a regular basis to give a feel
of the professional world out there and help bring out the best in them.

MELANGE
Melange, the flagship fest of SIMSR is a convergence of divergent entities. The
fest believes in celebrating all the facets of business and management while
cherishing the nuances of everyday life through our fiesta. For 17 Melange has
crafted with vigour a technicolour of event.

Other than this as mentioned every committee has its own fest which focuses on
its area of specialization for example Navikaran is the marketing fest organised
by Interface which is the official marketing committee of SIMSR.

SPORTS AT SIMSR
There is a great education and sports balance maintained at SIMSR, the institute
gives ample of opportunities to get away with stressful situations and play any
sports you like, the sports facilities available include• Tennis Court
• Chess
• Squash Court
• Throwball Court

• Athletics Track
• Football Ground
• Cricket Ground
• LAN Gaming
• Volleyball Court
• Badminton Court
• Table Tennis
• Basketball Court

Few of the sports events includeELAN-E-YUDH - Intra college multi-sport events between different batches
• KURUKSHETRA - Intra college cricket tournament
• TREK - Trekking at adventurous location around Mumbai
• BADMINTON PREMIER LEAGUE - Badminton tournament
• SIMSR PREMIER LEAGUE - Football tournament
• YUDH - Inter college multi-sport event
• GULLY CRICKET - Box Cricket tournament
• WARRIOR DASH - Fun filled race within premises to pump up adrenaline

Hostel
SIMSR hostel has 2 buildings, one for girls named ‘Maitryi’ one for boys named
‘Sandipani’. The Hostel rooms are available for single sharing, double sharing
or triple sharing. The rooms are very spacious and well ventilated. The
infrastructure for rooms is adequate for students such as Study Table, Chairs,
side table, Fans, electrical points for laptops, mobiles, lamps, beds to sleep, it
also has shower and hot water supply. Cleaning of the room is done daily by the
cleaner. There are both male as well as female security guards for the hostel.

The mess is pretty good which serves four meals a day and SIMSR being a
Gujarati minority college all the food served is strictly VEG. Different varieties
of food is prepared like Pav Bhaji, Dosas , Chole Bhature etc and moreover sweet
dish is also served with dinner.
Moreover there is a dedicated night mess also for the people who would be hungry
at night and need to have a snack.

The other Amenities include:
Gymnasium
Table-Tennis Room
Activity Room
WiFi
Parking
Laundry

Other Accommodation
For students who do not wish to stay I the hostel can find other accommodation
nearby. There are many societies in Ghatkopar which provide flats on rent. The
rent can range from 10k-15k depending on the society and the condition of the
flat.

Internship opportunities
There are a lot of internship opportunities at SIMSR and almost everyone get their
desired internship.

Placements
K J Somaiya Institute of Management Studies & Research(SIMSR), Mumbai
always has a great placement season.
In 2017-18 leading companies from a multitude of sectors participated in Final
Placements, and they offered profiles with very attractive packages.
Among the principal offers made, the students have received 116 from Banking
and Insurance Sector, 110 offers from IT majors, 90 offers from Financial
Services and so on.
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